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Phenomenologically,
a racket is a
repetitively displayed
emotion with
fraudulent, coercive
and intimidating
qualities which
brings about the
outward consent of
the other person.
Operationally, a
racket is an
emotional display
lacking authenticity,
preventing other
emotional displays
AND victimizing the
recipient's choices to
either inaction
(GNW) or avoidance
(GAF).
Pragmatically, a
racket is a
specialized display,
which places a
burden on the other
person. In the
criminal protection
racket, the victim
purchases protection
from "the protector"predator.
Analysis of stimulus
and response reveals
that these
specialized displays
clearly and distinctly
convey to the Other
Person that OP is not
OK. In the case of a

Forty years ago on
January 22, 1973 the
United States Supreme
Court gave the legal go
ahead for the killing of
unborn children. Their
decision in the court
case of Roe v Wade is
what it is, death; the
death of 1.375 million
children per year, 55
million. What happened
to preserving and
protecting life?
One month ago a
young man allegedly
shot and killed his
mother, and then shot
up an elementary
school, killing 20 children, 6 adults, then himself. Reports from the
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scene were confusing
and contradictory for
many days following.
Since then there
have been many
impassioned, emotional
people calling for
abolishing, “controlling”
guns: including the
President of the United
States, Vice-President,
Senators, Congressmen,
State and Local elected.
Many thousands of
hours have been spent
on talk Radio and T.V. ,
in newspapers, Internet,
text messaging, etc.
People are talking about
this everywhere.
The question is, will
America be able to

withstand the latest
demonization of it’s
Constitution, specifically
the 2nd Amendment?
The attackers on the
Constitution seem to be
laying in wait. The arguments are well rehearsed. The attacks
seem to come from the
same forces that approve of killing 55 million unborn children,
defending the rights of
women (and supporters)
to choose who lives and
who dies. They want it
both ways. To suffer
them and their arguments is to witness a
psychological racketeer.
See Diagram
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Individual is OK
Get-Away-From

( A racketeering
party does not GetAway-From, back
down, back off from
or avoid the one he
is coercing.)

Get-On-With

(It is not possible to
have mutually
satisfying Get-OnWith experiences
with a racketeering
party.)

Racketeer
is Not-OK

Racketeer
is OK

You’re Hurting My Feelings
(or You’re Making Me Angry)
(or You’re Confusing Me)
Get-Nowhere-With

Get-Rid-Of

Individual is not-OK
Coercive Feelings, Display of Emotional Blackmail
PSYCHOLOGICAL RACKET DIAGRAM

racketeer repeatedly
claiming "You hurt me,"
"That hurt me," … .
This diagram shows
a very specialized form
of "put down," "You are
not-OK with me"
strokes. Rackets may
be called emotional
blackmail and the
gifted put-down artists
awarded the order of
the brown (tan, beige,
or chocolate) tongue
with brown leaf
clusters.
The build-up to a
racket is done by going
through a specific set
of steps. These steps
are, 1) One or more
(Positive Conditional)
"I am OK" strokes by
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Land Mines and UAV Drones
racketeer, e.g.,
"I couldn't have said it
better." "I am so glad to
be here!" (vs "with
you!"). These are
followed by, 2) one or
more sequential strokes
that contradict those
before; (Negative
Conditional) strokes
that say "I am not-OK,"
"This old dress?" "I'm
not really qualified to
judge that!" This second
step usually elicits
reassurance from the
intended prey; e.g.
about-to-be-victimized
saying "Why, that dress
is a most attractive
one." 3) The victim
instead finds himself
snarled up and
contradicting racketeer,
as he finds himself
receiving (Negative
Unconditional) "You are
not-OK" strokes,
accused of arguing, of
lack of understanding
and classed as a
disagreeable person;
this is exampled by
racketeer escalating
the intensity of his
declaration of personal
not-OKness with "But
(you don't understand) I
am too a mess," "This
dress is too old," "I am
not at all qualified to
judge," thus showing OP
how OP, in his act of
disagreeing is a
disagreeable person,
even causative of
racketeer's feeling even
more not-OK. OP has

When the Russians (USSR)
occupied Afghanistan in the
1980’s they used land mines
thru-out the country. Many of
them looked like toys. Many
children were maimed and
killed.
During the on-going U.S.
occupation of Afghanistan,
the President of the United
States repeatedly has and is
OKaying the use of armed
drone (UAV - Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles) air strikes
killing “combatants,”
civilians, and children.
(In Afghanistan, Pakistan,
Yemen, other … Africa, too. )
So what is the difference
between the Bolsheviks of
the “old” USSR (Russia et al)
and now the “new” U.S. socialist agenda for “change” ?
Apparently not much.
Child Abuse
In Our Letter No. 9 (Dec.
1984) Dad and I wrote an
open letter to our Congresswoman (Boxer). The following
is from that letter.
Dear Congresswoman
Boxer,
After reading the November 15, 1984 issue
of MEDICAL WORLD NEWS
we decided to write you
about the following two
items:
1. CHILD ABUSE BY THE
BOLSHEVIKS.
2. A SAFETY UMBRELLA
FOR ALL THE PEOPLE OF
THIS COUNTRY.
CHILD ABUSE
The next time you
visit one of the KGB
legations or embassies,
as they refer to them
here in the United
States, "to break down
mutual barriers of dis-

trust", would you
please ask them about:
1. Their use of chemical poisons on the
children and adults
of Afghanistan?
2. Their booby trapping
the toys they give to
Afghan children, resulting in the killing and mangling of
their bodies ?
3. Their practice of
soaking the hands and
arms of children in
kerosene and then
setting them on fire
when their parents
don't tell where the
Afghan patriots and
doctors are who are
fighting the Bolshevik invaders?
4. Their kidnapping
thousands of Afghan
children "to send to
Russian schools?"
5. Their contribution
to the mass starvation of Ethiopian
children (starvation
always follows Bolshevism) and now
their stooges feeding
off the supplies sent
and obstructing the
distribution of the
needed foods for the
millions we here in
the United States and
other free nations
have given?
We're sure you're not
suckered in by the lies
of the KGB and their
local lobbyists. It is
with a great sigh of
relief that we learn of
the Withdrawal of the
USA from UNESCO. It was
hypocrisy to belong to
this KGB run
"children’s" organization, caring as little
as they did about real
child abuse and real
human rights around the
world (see Peter Lengyel report on his 30
years with that outfit).

Of course, we realize
the danger to you and
your person when they
claim you're hurting
feelings as you ask
these questions. And
then too, there is always the possibility
they might blame you
for making them angry
and refuse to talk to
you any more. They
might even claim you
are confusing them with
these questions.
You see, in order to
understand how the
minds of the Bolshevik
leaders work, we have
to accept the fact that
their thinking process
is quite different from
yours and mine. Whereas
you and I, being free
people, can be understood in terms of our
own individual strivings, ambitions, wants,
wishes, fears and
guilts; this is not so
with the rulers of Russia. The Bolshevik
leaders of the Russians
live, think, feel and
behave as symbiotically
linked, networked psychopaths. Not one of
them uses, is allowed
or dares to use his own
separate stream of consciousness. They are,
above all, groupypsychopaths. This network of symbiotically
linked psychopaths is
held together by their
mutual bonds of blackmail, bribery, bullying, the feeding of
their individual lusts
and appetites.
Briefly, these symbiotically-linked, powerhungry groupies see all
other people, both
their own subjects and
those they do not yet
control as animals to
get under and keep under subjugation. They
view us as
"uncontrolled" people,
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much as a species of
cattle. Their problem
with the rest of the
human species is its
(potentially) strong
desire for individual
(non-compliant?) selfexpression, selfdetermination, an unwillingness to be regularly herded along and
periodically sacrificed
to satisfy their lusts.
The Bolshevik motives
are to satisfy their
own appetites and to
protect themselves from
the reasonable fear
that eventually individuals do resent their

bullying oppression and
will strive to free
themselves of it. This
human quality of continual striving for selfexpression and selfdetermination, in their
view is a "wild streak"
and, to put it mildly,
IS NOT-OK. Regardless of
whether these symbiotic
Bolsheviks see themselves as OK or NOT-OK,
they do see the rest of
humanity as "in need" of
the necessary amounts of
control and oppression,
no matter how harsh, in
order to at least hold
down these traits of

individuality when they
are not able to eradicate them. Their Gulags
are filled with millions of individuals
who, to them are "NotOK" people. Their goal
is to bring about subservience to their
rule. Thus, in brief,
to understand the symbiotic, psychopathic
Bolshevik mind we have
to keep in mind that
they see personal freedom and individuality
and those countries
where freedom and individuality are valued
and protected as NOT-

HUMAN INDIVIDUALITY THROUGH THE EYES OF THE BOLSHEVIK WARLOADS
As shown in
The OK Corral: Grid for What’s Happening
Individuality is OK
Bolsheviks
Get-Away-From Individuality

Bolsheviks
Get-On-With Individuality

With their skill and power in the use of bullying tactics, they rarely back off, back down
from or avoid (free) individuality unless faced
by a superior power. For them to get-awayfrom individuality is to be one down, is
dangerous to their group structure. It is not
a matter of pride. In their view personal pride
is a weakness.”)

(Bolsheviks never allow any mutual trust or
mutual satisfaction to last between themselves and other contracting individuality
oriented parties [the essence of freedom].
For them it is one-up, one-down or putting
something on hold, a delay. Their “Get-OnWith” events are in reality non-committed
seductions.

Bolsheviks
Are OK

Bolsheviks
Are Not-OK

Bolsheviks
Get-Nowhere-With Individuality

Bolsheviks
Get-Rid-Of Individuality

They are experts at postponing, delaying,
putting-on-hold actions unfavorable to them.
For the FREE, Get-Nowhere-With is the meaning of Balance of Power, Our PEACE THRU
STRENGTH. To the Bolsheviks, delay means
wait until a takeover can be assured.

The Bolsheviks frighten, intimidate the free,
wipe ‘em out, eradicate opposition; suppress,
imprison individuality (politicals) in their Gulags; kill, maim, poison, starve. Getting-RidOf is the primary social solution used in
their draconian empire.

Individuality is Not-OK

BOLSHEVIK WORLD VIEW SHOWN IN
THE OK CORRAL: GRID FOR WHAT’S HAPPENING
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been dumped into notOKness by racketeer. In
racketeer's logic OP has
earned the not-OK
strokes being given to
him.
Racketeers do not
recycle back through
the first two steps
mentioned above.
Instead they stay with
their steady stream of
specialized OP —
strokes until OP
surrenders or retreats.
A racketeer coming
from his Parent-self is
diagnosed by the
transactional response
of OP coming back from
the Child. The Child
racketeer can be
diagnosed by noting the
social response coming
back from Other
Person's Parent-self.
Rx for GW of a
racket: “Give more free
OK's to other people
AND accept more of the
free OK's given to
yourself," e.g., “Say
'Thank You!', whether or
not you feel like it.”
“Stop cutting off all
these OK's coming to
you; quit arguing so
much with the giver
about your un-merits
and giver's poor
judgment in
complimenting you.”
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OK, as "THE ENEMY OF
THE PEOPLE.
From the Bolshevik's point of view,
individuality and
countries of the
free, Are NOT-OK. Individuals, who think,
feel, and behave as
individuals are truly
seen as a danger to
this clique of rulers. They themselves
can be counted on to
think, feel and behave, each member, as
a part of a gigantic
symbiotic syncytium.
Biologists call this
kind of primitive
plant, a coenobium.
They are organized
much like a giant
colony of ants. See
diagram on this page.
Bolsheviks, and
their trainees, are
extremely gifted at
putting the blame for
their show of unpleasant feelings
onto the other person. Technically,
this is psychological
racketeering.
A psychological
racket is a very
skillfully programmed

putdown, what some
have even referred to
as THE IMMACULATE PUT
-DOWN.
A psychological
racket is a repetitive, specialized
show of feeling with
fraudulent, coercive
and intimidating
qualities which
brings about the outward consent of the
victim. A psychological racket is a show
of feelings that
lacks authenticity,
victimizes the recipient and restricts
his choices to either
inaction or avoidance. From the racketeer's point of view
he either gets-rid-of
the victim or getsnowhere-with him,
mires him down much
like Brer Rabbit in
the famous tar pit. A
psychological racket
is a specialized show
of feeling that
places a burden on
the other person.
Most real individuals
use a psychological
(put-down) racket at
sometime or other in

/
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their dealings with
others. To use your
psychological racket
in public is generally
considered to be bad
manners, to be in poor
taste.
BUT the symbiotically organized Bolsheviks and their
trainees have become
very adept and adroit
at using these rackets
in their public dealings in unabashed,
shameless, intimidating power displays;
for the very powerful,
dramatic, psychological impacts and damages which these weapons really do cause to
so many of their victims. Bolsheviks continually use their
assortment of psychological racketeering
weaponry as one of the
principal assault
weapons in their psychological warfare
arsenal: at conferences and at meetings
both structured and
social. It is almost
an addiction with
them.

BOLSHEVIK PSYCHOLOGICAL RACKETEERING DIAGRAM
Individuality is OK
( A racketeering party
does not Get-AwayFrom, back down,
back off from or avoid
the one he is
coercing.)
GET-AWAY-FROM

(It is not possible to
have mutually satisfying Get-On-With
experiences with a
racketeering party.)
GET-ON-WITH

Bolsheviks
Are Not-OK

Bolsheviks
Are OK
GET-NOWHERE-WITH

GET-RID-OF

YOU’RE HURTING MY FEELINGS
(or YOU’RE MAKING ME ANGRY)
(or YOU’RE CONFUSING ME)
Individuality is Not-OK
PSYCHOLOGICAL RACKET DIAGRAM
IN THE OK CORRAL: GRID FOR WHAT’S HAPPENING

